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This is an important history book in which Seb vividly records his emotions and comments on social media as the
events of the referendum campaign unfolded. I pay tribute to Seb for his contribution, and was privileged to meet
him, as he mentions on pages 48, 53, 60, 63, 68, 83, and 148. I summarise below the most important lessons that the
world (such as Catalunya) needs to learn about how to govern sustainably, in Seb’s own graphic words.
The hysterical backlash against the result shows that the EU had become a religious dogma
He writes (p141) ‘My theory, which you are welcome to disregard, is because Europe was no longer a political idea,
but a religious belief. The Remain campaign was a classic example of conservatives accusing empiricists of heresy.
(See also 14th May) when Seb recalls David Cameron in 2012 famously said that advocates of independence were
fruitcakes, loonies and closet racists.’
Seb draws this conclusion from the speeches at the rallies a few days after the result (25.6.16): (p141) ‘virtually
everyone assuming that that there would be a huge Brexit recession that would hit the poor the most, as immigrants
were burned at the stake, universities closed, the nation collapsed, and children scavenged for food. Generally their
impassioned rhetoric was inversely proportional to the factual content. Why was this? Could it be that the
vehemence with which they advanced their cause hid a deeper insecurity? That actually they weren’t trying to
convince us any more, but themselves? Why didn’t they just calmly present a reasonable argument for EU
membership before the vote, rather than an impassioned defence of it afterwards?’
Betrayal by Obama
Seb points out that this religious dogma, (which I call ‘EUism’) had infected political leaders throughout the world.
He describes Obama (p 67) ‘disavowing the very principles for which the USA was supposed to stand, and for what?
To prevent clearly necessary changes to a dysfunctional political system designed to insulate the powerful from the
electorate. There are two types of nations in the world; either the people tell the government what to do, or the
government tells the people what to do. At this pivotal moment in our history, which side was Obama on? Did he
stand by the founding principles of the USA? Or maintain a discreet silence? Or at least speak with qualified
circumspection? No, he employed all his rhetorical skills into belittling us into accepting supplication, and in doing so
he demeaned his office. We all make mistakes, but for Mr Change to stand at the threshold of a new age and
actually campaign against the powerful being answerable to voters is not just a technical error of judgement – some
decisions are so big and so wrong that the stain is indelible.‘
The hypocrisy that ignored the actual votes cast
Seb reminds us of the facts about the votes cast (p 139) ‘Thatcher won a landslide with 13.7 million votes. Major set
a record with 14.1 million votes. Blair won a landslide with 13.7 million votes. Brexit smashed all records with 17.4
million votes (for Leave – 52% and 16.1 million – 48% for Remain on a 72% turnout) 401 constituencies voted to
leave, 231 to remain, but people were actually campaigning against its recognition. And they weren’t even being
embarrassed or apologetic about it – they were actually marching through the streets with painted faces and flags
shouting for the vote to be disregarded, and claiming to be progressive, and with straight faces they actually
complained that the nation was divided, and that there had been a lurch to the right. Their hypocrisy was
breathtaking. OK, so they were the far right, and they probably think I was, so who was…er… right? Well for a start

they were conservatives. Not just because they wanted to conserve the existing system, but because the system
they wanted to conserve was itself specifically designed to be unreformable. Next Remain always took the path of
least democracy. They did everything they could to prevent a referendum in the first place. When they couldn’t
prevent the vote they complained it was destabilizing. When they lost it they campaigned for it to be disregarded.
The only time they wanted a referendum they proposed it to be rigged so they couldn’t lose it.’
The petition for a second referendum
(p143) ‘The petition to hold a second referendum was now at about 3 million signatures……That night (27th June)
England lost to Iceland 2:1 in Euro 2016. It was widely regarded to be the worst England defeat of all time, and that’s
saying something. I emailed: ‘Iceland v. England. We demand a rematch. Please sign this petition demanding that
the Iceland v. England game be replayed for the following reasons. The score of 2:1 is a difference of only one goal,
which isn’t really a proper victory. Many of the England players were confused, and didn’t actually know what they
were doing. Iceland’s strategy was blatantly Anglo-phobic, taking the ball, keeping it all for themselves, and then
kicking it directly AT the England goal, resulting in the incorrect distribution of points. Iceland is a small, parochial
island, and as such does not deserve to progress. If things are decided simply on the basis of score achieved, then
that will destabilise the pre-ordained order of things causing uncertainty and anarchy. Therefore, we the
undersigned, insist that the match be replayed with different sized goals until the correct result is achieved. ‘
The EU bribed us with £350 million per week of our own money to be their vassal state
How on earth did they lose, with such a brilliant strategy? (p80) The EU had worked out how to bribe us with our
own money. ‘A trend was becoming apparent that many people campaigning for Remain were interested parties
feigning impartiality. This is how it would work. EU would identify opinion forming groups in society: trade unionists,
industrialists, charities, universities, research centres, arts organisations, environmental groups, credit rating
agencies, farmers, human rights groups, etc, and then they would fund them……
Another example. The EU depressed workers’ pay by insisting on free movement of labour, but then employed its
stooges in trade unions to act as their de facto spokesmen – campaigning against the interests of their own
members.
Here’s the best example. The EU would give grants to students……but the EU’s motivation was not simply academic
or altruistic. Naturally its easier to spot the moral value in someone who gives you money, consequently every year
another group of well educated opinion forming people would leave college feeling gratitude towards the EU for
their education. . …….So just by giving a small number of grants to a small number of students, the EU managed to
cultivate an entire ecosystem of pro-EU propaganda, or at the very least minimise the criticism the EU deserved for
its ruination of Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal.’
Neoliberal tyranny masquerading as a friend of workers and the environment
On the day of the vote (23.6.16) Seb’s last post on Face Book was: (p126): ‘Tony Benn said that democracy was when
a little old lady could go into a voting booth, put a cross in a box, and overthrow the government. That is what I
voted for today. It is horrifying how this referendum has been misunderstood. A neo-liberal tyranny has
masqueraded as a friend of workers and the environment, and has bought off public opinion with grants to its
carefully selected stooges. Its opponents (including myself) have been traduced to flat-earth knuckle draggers.
Yesterday I campaigned outside Brighton station for 12 hours, and somebody called me a murderer. At one point six
Green Party campaigners surrounded me and started berating me. My opinion of them is that they are useful idiots
of a regime that shares none of their (laudable) concerns. It’s been a lonely campaign. Thank goodness I have a
wonderful wife. That said, some Remainers have bothered to make intelligent, well informed points that I
respectfully disagree with.

If Britain actually votes NOT to govern itself I will be inconsolable. But if the voters throw off all the state-sponsored
paranoia, character assassination and propaganda masquerading as objective information, and vote for a functional
independent government then there will be no celebrating or gloating from me. I will just quietly, and with much
relief, get back on with my life. Either way, I will always know that I could not have done any more.’
What went right with the Remain campaign?
Seb says (p 155) ‘In terms of raw Machiavellian politics, I would say that the Remain campaign were fairly good
before the vote, and very good after the vote. Their 2 most effective strategies were 1: Making it an antisocial crime
to disagree with them, because that pre-emptively silenced so many of our arguments. 2: Funding campaign groups
to act as their stooges within the media, because this created a wall of pseudo-objective pro-EU propaganda. This
was cynical, but even I must concede that it was politically brilliant.
What did the EU get wrong?
1. Too monolithic, too centrally organised, they weren’t ideologically broad-based enough.
2. Poor ground campaign. They focussed on dominating the mainstream media where they were already strong. So
they ended up talking to themselves, rather than reaching out to ordinary people.
3. Shit product. I can’t put it any kinder than that. Their campaign was actually quite strong, but when you have
such a bag of crap for sale, however passionately you flog it, there are only going to be so many people weak,
scared, or stupid enough to buy it. From Obama to Mair, [who killed Jo Cox MP a week before the vote]
everything went right for their campaign, but still they lost. Why? Well even now they would go to the mat
denying it, but there’ only one explanation – we were offering something better.
If it wasn’t for Thomas Mair I am guessing that we would have won by about 6%, and because referenda tend to
confirm the status quo, if Britain were an independent nation voting whether or not to join the EU, independence
would win by about 65/35%. Seriously, Remain were lucky they weren’t thrashed, so they shouldn’t wonder where
their campaign went wrong because it didn’t. Their campaign was pretty effective, so much so that they managed to
get 48% of voters to endorse a dysfunctional political construct that was destroying Europe for all the world to see.’
How the EU is destroying Europe economically because independent countries perform better
To explain the harsh economic facts of the EU’s destruction of Europe, Seb refers us to his paper on 3.3.16 (p 35)
entitled: ‘Is independence economic?’ 1: Independent countries tend to have twice the GDP and half the
unemployment of Eurozone countries (USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India, South Korea, Japan, Norway,
Greenland, Iceland, Switzerland) 2: There is a general correlation between EU integration and economic decline. 3. I
contrasted Britain’s pre-1973 prosperity with its steady decline afterwards.
Conclusion - the economic outlook is now brighter for both UK and Continental Europe
I write this the week after phase 1 (the divorce bill) was agreed, and preparations are being made for a trade deal
with the EU like that with Canada. Seb went to press with this book more than a year ago, (Oct 2016) so could not
comment on what has happened since. However, I believe that the arguments he articulated so well have been
accepted by the UK government, and the mere prospect of our independence has already reaped the following
benefits 1: the UK economy is doing better than before, negating Remain predictions. 2: The general election on
8.6.17 elected over 90% of MPs on pro-independence manifestos, and United the Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland more than ever before. 3: Mrs May’s negotiating team has patiently defeated EUis, and
demonstrated how to do democracy by getting the consent and trust of the people, which even seems to have
created a more humble attitude in the EU negotiators as phase 1 ended.
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